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What’s New in Que Pasa Grecia
Since the last update, we have added listings to our Items For
Sale page: an upright Steinway piano, an oxygen concentrator, a
lawnmower, hard drives, and a booster seat to the ongoing listing
of miscellaneous items for sale. There are also two new restaurant
recommendations and one new recommendation for a hair salon.

Democrats Abroad Grecia has no further meetings scheduled before
the mid-term elections, but they will be happy to help you vote,
regardless of your party affiliation. November 2022’s election is
extremely important in the United States' future. For assistance,
contact: Lydia at 6201-5626; or email Dems Abroad. Please
exercise your duty and right to vote.

Record Rainfall and Closed Roads
Thanks to this season’s La Niña, we are going for record annual
rainfall. We will easily surpass doubling the national average annual
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rainfall of 77” by the end of October. Hurricane Julia caused
damage and flooding on Costa Rica’s Southern Pacific Coast but
missed most of Costa Rica and headed north and west across
Nicaragua leaving 5,000 homes severely damaged. During a 24-
hour period last weekend we still received 5” of rain locally.

For a combination of reasons: the cancellation of road construction
and maintenance contracts due to the contractor scandal; COVID;
and landslides and floods caused by record rainfall, Costa Rica’s
roads continue to deteriorate and close. In many areas the travel
situation is downright dangerous and throughout most of the
country, certainly, inconvenient. Most of the country’s major
transportation arteries are closed in one or more locations as are
many of the lesser roadways. In addition, many local community
roads are becoming impassible due to massive potholes. Road
conditions are even causing delays in the arrival of all manner of
products, including medications.

The government is declaring a state of road emergency, which your
editor assumes will prioritize some repairs and throw some funding
at the awful national road situation. Declaring the emergency
enabled Costa Rica to release some $700,000,000 for urgent
repairs across the country and they are also reviewing contractors
to do the work. MOPT has gone to the extraordinary measure of
proposing removal and relocation of some of the country’s many
“Bailey Bridges.” Before you travel any distance check the status of
the routes you plan to use.

There does not seem to be a national website for current road
conditions and closures. So, we recommend using the Waze GPS
app to show you up-to-date road status and alternative routes.

The government has often stated of late, there is so much repair to
be done and so little resource dedicated to a resolution that it will
take many years to get road conditions satisfactorily resolved.

Health Issues
With many unmasked residents out and about and kids again back
in school, the country is experiencing outbreaks of flu, and
respiratory and intestinal viruses. COVID has not taken a large
foothold again, but the respiratory virus became so bad that
schools nationwide were closed last week for a “rainy day holiday.”
Maybe putting on a clean mask until the rains end and people get
back outside again isn’t such a bad idea. The government is
requiring masks be worn in all schools and on public transit until
the end of the month and some businesses are once again
requiring masking up for entry.

Protecting Your Electronics and Appliances May Not Be
Enough
Sadly, this comes at the end of our very wet Green Season. If I had
all of this info earlier, it would have been covered here sooner. We
are all exposed to frequent lightning strikes during the rainy
season. Personally, I thought our house was as fully protected from
lightning strike damage as any property could be with no damage
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experienced through the previous nine wet seasons. We have
lightning rods in several key locations, a master breaker switch in
front of our breaker box and numerous surge protector/power
conditioners coming off of outlets throughout the house. Boy, was
that assumption incorrect. We took a close-in lightning strike and
suffered no damage to our electronics or appliances. What wasn’t
protected, I learned the hard way, was our Ethernet cable that
delivers internet throughout our house and our security system
wiring. Lightning sent its surge not through our electrical service,
but through the Ethernet and security cables.

The damage was significant and took a great deal of replacement
equipment including new routers, security boxes and security
panels, even a mouse and a security monitor. It even damaged our
security DVR. In addition, we made considerable added investment
in skilled technicians to implement the repairs. My suggestion, add
more heavy-duty surge protectors to outlets you may have ignored
that service routers and security equipment. PriceSmart has an
affordable Forza brand multi-outlet surge protector model that also
protects an Ethernet cable or a model that protects a modular
phone line. (Unplugging your electronics and appliances until the
storm passes may save some things, but not when the surge comes
through your Ethernet or security system cables.)   

Improve Your Safety
As in any populated location, there is crime in this country. As
inflation increases and the economy goes south, unemployment
rises, and crime usually increases. If you find yourself in need of
emergency services, here are some emergency numbers that you
may want to put on your fridge. The national emergency number,
911, is supposed to be staffed with an English speaker 24/7/365. It
is the number you should use for police or fire emergencies if your
Spanish may be wanting. Your call goes into a national emergency
phone center and they will want, in addition to the nature of the
emergency, your I.D. info and a physical address description that
includes your province and canton. Also, here are local direct
numbers to the police in Grecia: 2494-8750; the police in Sarchi:
2454-2283; and the police in Naranjo: 2450-0052. These numbers
and more are located at the top of our Security page).

In addition, many, or maybe most, communities have their
equivalent of what we know as Neighborhood Watch. They consist
of an informal organized group of local residents, who keep an eye
out for criminal or unusual activity in the neighborhood. Typically,
some knowledge of Spanish is required. It may take a few inquiries
to find out how to be included in your local group and what your
responsibilities may be, but worth it in the long run. For example,
there is one such group in El Cajon de Grecia. Also, ex pat, Joe
Cahill, runs a crime watch page in Grecia and invites people to join.
It’s no substitute for having a security gate with an armed guard,
but these groups do keep an eye out and can be extremely helpful
in an emergency situation.
Whatever happens, never try to take on the criminals yourself. Only
bad things can happen. Call the police at one of the emergency
numbers or contact your community’s watch captain and wait for
help.  
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 “Tener vista de lince”

Literal translation: to have the eyes of a lynx
Meaning: having excellent eyesight

Thank you Isabel Arguello for your continuing contributions.
Isabel teaches Spanish and does translations.

Find out more about Isabel on the QuePasaGrecia website.

The sun comes soon, hang in there,
D. Davis, editor
Diane Cooner, webmaster
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